Brush vacuum cleaner for large areas

The TASKI tapiset 70 brings you:
Increased efficiency
Ergonomy and simplicity
Maximum versatility
Improved air quality

Maximum versatility
A flexible hose allows areas above the floor to be easily
cleaned. A variety of accessories come as standard with the
machine and the height adjustable brush allows efficient
vacuuming on different types of carpet.
Improved air quality
Utilises industry leading four-stage filtration system
consisting of: filter paper dust bag, washable cloth filter bag,
motor filter bag and motor exhaust air filter.

Technical Data

Increased efficiency
efficiencyTASKI tapiset 70 is a powerful brush
vacuum cleaner for efficient daily cleaning of large carpet
areas e.g. in airports, hallways and corridors. With a working
width of 70 cm and durable dual vacuum motors, the
productivity of the machine is unmatched (theoretical
productivity 2500m2/h).
Ergonomy and simplicity
simplicityThe adjustable operator's handle
and ergonomic design makes vacuuming more more
comfortable. It is easy to manoeuvre, simple to control, with
very little training required. The brush stops turning when the
handle is released. Wear indicators on the brush indicate
when it is time for replacement.

Working width

70 cm

Dust bag capacity

35 l

Weight with cable

43 kg

Sound level

77 dB(A)

Nominal consumption

2000 W

Vacuum

15,7 kPa

Max air flow

105 l/s

Dimensions (LxWxH)

1500x790x460 mm

Cable length

23 m

Brush speed

1900 rpm

Brush adjustment

6 positions + brush
suspension system

Filtration

5-stage

Protection class

I

Approvals

TÜV

TASKI tapiset 70
Model
TASKI tapiset 70 (230V/50Hz)

Accessories / Additional parts
Accessories
Filter bag
Double filter paper bag (pack of 10)

The little extras :
The brush stops turning when the operator's handle is released. The robust, durable polyethylene construction is resistant to
scratches and damage. The wear indicator on the brush indicates when it is time for replacement. Despite its size, very little
storage space is needed for the TASKI tapiset 70
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